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The year is 1989 and Mark Doty's life has reached a state of enviable equilibrium. His reputation as

a poet of formidable talent is growing, he enjoys his work as a college professor and, perhaps most

importantly, he is deeply in love with his partner of many years, Wally Roberts. The harmonious

existence these two men share is shattered, however, when they learn that Wally has tested

positive for the HIV virus. From diagnosis to the initial signs of deterioration to the heartbreaking

hour when Wally is released from his body's ruined vessel, Heaven's Coastis an intimate chronicle

of love, its hardships, and its innumerable gifts. We witness Doty's passage through the deepest

phase of grief -- letting his lover go while keeping him firmly alive in memory and heart -- and,

eventually beyond, to the slow reawakening of the possibilities of pleasure. Part memoir, part

journal, part elegy for a life of rare communication and beauty, Heaven's Coast evinces the same

stunning honesty, resplendent descriptive power and rapt attention to the physical landscape that

has won Doty's poetry such attention and acclaim.
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Loss is one of the most powerful impacts that engraves a permanent mark of misery and grief on

hearts of those who had been inflicted with the misfortune of experiencing such tragedy. Losing

someone who appears to be the most important part of our life - perhaps, even the reason that we

are living - very often causes a dramatic change in our life's perspective and makes us realize

things that had never occurred to us before. Losing the love of our life to AIDS adds a great density

to the already intense burden of loss. Mark shares with the readers his experience of taking care



and loving the one that meant the world to him - to the end of his counted days. His partner and

lover of twelve years became infected with an HIV virus, which later transformed into AIDS, and he

passed away after four years of suffering and struggling for his life. It is a fascinating, yet a very sad

book, filled with lots of happy as well as painful reminiscences.It is very important to have at least

that one person you could definitely count on, to feel needed and safe with. From reading the book,

it appears that Mark Doty is exactly that extraordinary person with an immense amount of courage

and strength. He had never surrendered to the discouraging spirit of AIDS' dreadful abyss that had

suffused the entire surroundings for him and his beloved, and that hung over their heads in a dark,

dense mantle. His positive attitude helped his partner to gain strength and to keep going through the

most difficult time of his life. Doty's use of language is so beautifully fluid, so boundlessly

passionate, so real and down-to-earth, that it takes your breath away, and transfers you into his

world of thought, into his life, allowing you to enter his most personal feelings and experiences.
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